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TachoSoft mileage calculator currently is one of the world largest digital odometer calculators.
It covers more than vehicle models! Tachosoft Mileage Calculator V In case if mileage is written
down in eeprom, and on the PCB there are more than one of the same type it is necessary to
search for that which is more close to the display or the microprocessor. Some chips have
protection against reading, please use programmers which are able to bypass this protection.
After you have read dump from a memory chip please look on its content. Try to write
recalibrated dump into new chip, so you will always have original chip for backup. Before
changing the mileage, count on the calculator original mileage and compare it to that which it is
written down in original dump. It is not essential in calibration, but you must consider this fact
when comparing original and calculated mileage values. Acura Acura 3. Porsche Porsche all â€”
93c46 â€” years Porsche â€” 93c56 â€” years Porsche â€” 93c86 â€” from Porsche â€” 93c86
â€” year Porsche â€” 93c86 Porsche â€” 93c86 Porsche Boxster â€” 93c56 â€” years Porsche
Boxster â€” 93c86 â€” from Porsche Boxster â€” 93c86 â€” year Porsche Carrera â€” 93c86
Porsche Cayenne â€” 24c08 â€” years Porsche Panamera â€” â€” year. Samand Samand â€”
93s56 â€” years Samand Soren â€” 93c56 â€” year. Aprilia Aprilia Caponord â€” 24c02 â€” year
Aprilia Atlantic â€” 24c01 â€” year. Belarus Belarus â€” 24c08 â€” year Belarus â€” 93c Fendt
Fendt â€” 93c56 â€” year Fendt â€” 24c04 â€” year Fendt â€” 24c16 â€” year Fendt Vario â€”
24c32 â€” year. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. What it Tachosoft Calculator? This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage
doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for
everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep
bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Add a Vehicle 2
Cancel Add. Add a Vehicle 3 Cancel Add. Maximum Trailer Weight 1, Lbs. Wheelbase Luggage
Volume max Passenger Volume Cu. Fuel Tank We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Interior Edit. Seats Edit.
Entertainment Edit. Safety and Security Edit. Warranty Edit. Exterior Edit. Mechanical Edit.
Specifications Edit. Cost To Own Edit. I mean I can afford to pay extra 7K to get GS But does it
worth to do? Any comments? Now, I'd never go back. And remember, I live in New York where
traction counts at least 4 months out of the year. There's a reason that nearly all of your top end
luxery cars, sports cars, and cop cars are RWD. They handle so much better. But while RWD
rewards a good driver, it punishes a bad driver. Too many punks think that being a good driver
means you can steer a car and push hard on the accelorator. It's all about being intelligent and
knowing the limits of your car. Do the test drives but in a nutshell I would say that if you want to
hop in, sit back, push the gas and go, the ES is a great car. If you want to be more actively
involved in the handling of the car, the GS is awesome. You really can't go wrong. There is a
reason there is no front wheel drive cars in Nascar. If you can afford and can live with the
differences in interior room the GS is a more rewarding car. My preferance would be the gsh,
The IS is too small for me. ES is bigger inside, quite a bit. It's not as stylish but if you are a big
guy or if you frequently have full size adults in the back seat the ES might be a better choice. I'm
6'1" and lbs so an adult sitting behind me in my GS is not happy. When I get a loaner it's usually
an ES and there is plenty of room behind me. I think the ES has a better driving position as well.
I also live in condition with weather 3 months a year. I was looking to buy a Lexus last Nov. It

was difficult to make a decision but one thing I noticed when I test drove the ES vs GS, the ES
that has front wheel drive has the same engine as the GS, but it's geared differently. When I was
test driving the GS from a on ramp to a highway, it was easier to push the engine to get up to
speed and merge. The ES was a little less responsive. As I drive a lot of highway miles, that
pushed me towards the GS For me really the choice was easy, i did not find the GS to be
appealing at all, the interior is not as luxurious as the ES, not as practical as the ES and the rear
as well as front spaces is too tight for me. The driving position as well was not very comfortable
as i test drove both cars and found the ES to be my choice, i am 6'1 feet, so for me in the GS
there would be virtually no space for the rear passenger but with the ES, there is plenty to go
around. I also found the ES to have a more luxurious stance than the GS which had a more
sport oriented stance, lets not forget the panoramic roof on the ES which gives it a very sexy
look. For those who mention handling on a rear wheel drive is better than FWD, i dont know
about you guys, but i dont drive like a lunatic on turns or curves, i drive a car with respect, so
wether it was FWD or RWD does not matter as i am not going to be driving it through cones or
going from only to brake back to 0 again. Merging on a highway ramp is effortless, well worth it.
The ES is nothing but a luxury version of Toyota Camry. The ES has a cushier ride vs. GS
sporty stiffer ride. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to
post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link
instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Es Vs Gs Reply to this topic Start new
topic. Recommended Posts. Posted April 20, Link to post Share on other sites. Matty 0 Posted
April 21, Posted April 21, BigAnthony 0 Posted May 5, Posted May 5, Posted May 26, I love the
car. Rick G 0 Posted August 25, Posted August 25, ZeeD 0 Posted August 26, Posted August 26,
Posted September 3, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this
topic Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. News Club News Photos Videos. Unread
Content Members Gallery. Overview Prices Specs. Lexus ES Scroll down for more details. Has a
rear-view camera. Which are the most popular comparisons? Price comparison. General info 1.
Has rear-wheel drive Lexus ES Lexus GS Rear-wheel drive benefits from increased traction
when accelerating, as the weight of the vehicle shifts to the rear over the drive wheels. The
weight of the car is also more evenly distributed, resulting in improved handling. Has fully
independent suspension Lexus ES This allows all four wheels to move up and down
independently, providing a smoother ride when, for example, going over bumps in the road. The
basic warranty of a car covers all aspects other than parts which are subject to normal wear and
tear, such as windscreen wipers and brake pads. It lasts either a certain number of years or
amount of kilometres driven. The drivetrain warranty covers parts of the car, such as the
engine, transmission, driveshaft, etc. Typically longer than the basic warranty, it lasts for a
certain number of years. Has a petrol gasoline engine Lexus ES A petrol gasoline engine offers
several advantages over diesel. For example the engines tend to be lighter and cheaper than
their diesel counterparts. Petrol engines also tend to have higher horsepower, and the fuel is
more readily available. Dimensions 1. A larger cargo area is more practical as it allows you to
transport more things. More headroom in the front of the car makes for a more comfortable
driving experience, and is especially important for taller people. The height represents the
vertical dimension of the product. We consider a smaller height better because it assures easy
maneuverability. The wheelbase is the distance between the center of the front and rear wheels.
A longer wheelbase provides the car with more stability and a smoother ride although a shorter
wheelbase can provide more responsive handling. The width represents the horizontal
dimension of the product. We consider a smaller width better because it assures easy
maneuverability. More headroom in the rear of the car makes for a more comfortable passenger
experience, and is especially important for taller people. It is also useful if you are transporting
cargo in the rear of the vehicle. Speed 1. The coefficient of drag is one measurement of how well
air travels around a vehicle. A lower value means it is more aerodynamic and the engine doesn't
have to work as hard. It can result in faster speeds and lower fuel consumption. Engine 1. Fuel
economy is a measurement of fuel efficiency, based on how far you can travel with a certain
amount of petrol gasoline. A lower fuel economy means the car will be cheaper to run.
Horsepower is the most common unit for measuring the power of an engine. More torque
indicates a more powerful vehicle and is also a good indication of its acceleration. A Stop-Start
system automatically turns off the engine when stopping in traffic or at a red light, and
seamlessly starts it again when pressure is applied to the accelerator. This saves fuel and is
more ecological. An engine with more valves tends to increase performance. Features 1. Has a
rear-view camera Lexus ES A rear-view camera also known as a back-up camera provides a
view of behind the vehicle, helping to prevent accidents. It is particularly useful in vehicles with
large blind spots such as pickup trucks. Has in-car system Lexus ES An in-car system e. USB
ports 1. With more USB ports, you are able to connect more devices. Has height-adjustable seat

belts Lexus ES Height-adjustable seat belts permit passengers of different sizes to move the
seat belt up or down for improved comfort. They are also especially useful for increasing the
safety of children. Which are the best sedans? This page is currently only available in English.
Comfort Due to its greater rear head- and legroom, backseat passengers will be able to stretch
out a lot more in the Lexus GS than the Lexus IS The Lexus IS will be a favorite with taller
drivers due to its greater front head- and legroom than the Lexus GS Convenience You'll be
making about the same number of stops at the gas station with the Lexus GS as you will with
the Lexus IS , as they get the same number of miles per tank of gas. Cost There are a lot of
factors to consider when calculating the overall cost of a vehicle. Another consideration is the
Destination Charge, which is a standard charge for transporting the vehicle to the dealer from
where it's built. Dimensions The Lexus GS is a little wider than the Lexus IS , so getting in and
out of the car in a crowded parking lot may be a little more of a squeeze. For some people,
bigger is better. If that's the case for you, then you'll be happier with the Lexus GS , which is
slightly longer than the Lexus IS Drivetrain With similar torque, the Lexus GS and the Lexus IS
do an equal job of transmitting their engine's power to their wheels. Handling The Lexus GS has
about the same turning radius as the Lexus IS , allowing equal maneuverability in and out of
tight spots. With its significantly greater cargo capacity, the Lexus GS will be able to haul more
equipment or luggage than the Lexus IS Get Prices. Comparison Review Comfort Due to its
greater rear head- and legroom, backseat passengers will be able to stretch out a lot more in the
Lexus GS than the Lexus IS Genesis G80 Lexus GS vs. Audi A6 Lexus GS vs. Volvo S90 Lexus
GS vs. Lincoln Continental Lexus GS vs. Land Rover Defender. Volvo S60 Lexus IS vs. Nissan
Maxima Lexus IS vs. Kia Stinger Lexus IS vs. Dodge Charger Lexus IS vs. Volkswagen Arteon
Lexus IS vs. Toyota Avalon Lexus IS vs. Audi A4 Lexus IS vs. Genesis G Lexus has grown and
perfected its skill in the production of vehicles that offers a fair proportion of luxury, appealing
exterior, and off-road capability. This unique skill has been fully asserted in most of its brand
autos including the GS and ES These two mid-size luxury sedan offers the most novel tech
features and forever remains calm and poised even when faced with harsh road surfaces.
Theirsignificant similarity has led to a comprehensive comparison of these high-end Japanese
mid-sized sedan vehicles. Below are all you ought to know about them, where they agree and
where these two luxuries disagree. Talk about a luxury sedan that offers both a comfortable ride
and agile handling, call the GS The mid-sized Lexus sedan is fully stacked with loads of
standard safety technology, which is championed by the in vogue driver-assistance
technologies. The minor bluff with the new GS is with its infotainment control system, which is
nothing but a whole pack of bugginess. All in all, the GS sedan is the best money value mid-size
luxury sedan that delivers in all aspects that you can ever think of in an automobile of its class.
Why not go for a Lexus GS Lease to experience first-hand the all-round sedan. The Lexus ES is
a perfect embodiment of handsome style, unforgettable luxury, and a mind-boggling
performance. The refreshing Lexus ES is very spacious and provides optimum comfort for a
pleasant ride. However, the performance of the ES is not as pleasing as that of the GS Interior of
the GS features a heated and ventilated front seats, crafted in supple leather with elegant
contrast stitching. Also, a subtle lighting and innovative laser-cut wood trim all work to add a
taste of luxury to the new GS. However, compared to the ES , the interior design of the GS is
just essential. The infotainment in the GS is also another cause of concern. However, the GS
offers more comfort, with a generous rear passenger room and overall ample seating that beats
most of its close rivals, including the new ES Also, the rear seats of the ES cannot be folded.
The engine of the two high-end sedans differs. The latest GS sedan is designed with a 3. The
all-wheel-drive models are connected to a six-speed automatic transmission, while the
rear-wheel-drive models get an eight-speed automatic transmission. The current ES sedan
comes with two power options, a V6 gas engine and a hybrid system based on a smaller
four-cylinder engine. The V6 engine produces a horsepower and pound-feet torque. It is linked
to an eight-speed automatic transmission with a manual shift mode. The hybrid with hpgets an
electronic continuously variable transmission. The new GS slightly falls below an average fuel
economy estimates. Blog Latest Industry News. The Lexus GS Talk about a luxury sedan that
offers both a comfortable ride and agile handling, call the GS Interior Interior of the GS features
a heated and ventilated front seats, crafted in supple leather with elegant contrast stitching.
Engine And Transmission The engine of the two high-end sedans differs. Ford Explorer vs. Ford
Expedition. GMC Acadia vs. Buick Enclave. Toyota RAV4 vs. Toyota Highlander. The E-Class
has long served as a benchmark for midsize luxury sedans. The latest Mercedes-Benz E
continues that tradition with bolder styling and world-class luxury. But the segment is getting
more competitive, and an all-new Lexus GS dazzles shoppers with European looks and
manners. Can the Mercedes-Benz maintain its position as a top contender? Or will the Lexus
pull an upset victory? The refined and elegant lines of the E will please buyers who crave

attention -- for their good taste. Performance comes from a 3. The cabin has been redesigned
with seats that encourage spirited driving with extra support. The Mercedes-Benz also boasts
an extensive list of convenience features including heated seats, a rear backup camera, and
dual-zone climate control. The German-inspired lines of the GS are a vast improvement over last
year's model. The Lexus also offers a 3. It's slightly more powerful at horsepower, and also
achieves better fuel economy in freeway driving. The GS 's interior features pl
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enty of standard and optional features that pamper passengers on long drives, but prices can
quickly increase when equipped with certain options. The Lexus might surprise shoppers with
its European flavor. But while it has the performance to back up its good looks, the Benz offers
better dynamics and styling that is much more elegant. The GS is a vastly improved contender
in the midsize luxury segment, but the E's greater prestige, fresh styling and revised cabin allow
it to pull ahead of the Lexus. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Home Compare
Luxury. Featured Stories. Mercedes-Benz E vs. Lexus GS Our Verdict: Mercedes-Benz E The GS
is a vastly improved contender in the midsize luxury segment, but the E's greater prestige, fresh
styling and revised cabin allow it to pull ahead of the Lexus. Compare Cars. Toyota Corolla
Hybrid Hyundai Elantra vs. Hyundai Palisade Ford Escape vs. Ford Bronco Sport. Interested in
Leasing? Select a Make. Select a Model. Lexus GS Audi A6 vs.

